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Introduction 

.., Firm is faced a problem like the following: 

maxpJx(L , K) - wL - rK. 
K ,L 

.., The firm's choice of Land K does not affect the prices p, w, r 

.., This is ca l led price-taking behavior 

II>- Justified if the the market is composed of many small firms 



., In many markets there is a single firm 

., Since supply is completely controlled by the firm, it can use this in its favor 

., Profit maximization condition, 

maxpfx(K , L) - wl - rK . 
K,L 

., Profit maximization condition , 

~ If 

maxpfx(K , L)- wl - rK . 
K ,L 

c(x) = min wl + rK such that fx(K , L) = x 
K ,L 

then the above is equivalent to 

maxpx - c(x) . , . 

~ Whea fi,m coatrnls sopply, the"' Q -' 
m, 7_~(x) 

., When firm controls supply, then: 

m_:xp(x)x - c(x) 

., Consumers wi ll ingness to pay is given by the demand function 



., When firm controls supply, then: 

m,:x p(x)x - c(x) 

., Consumers wi ll ingness to pay is given by the demand function 

., p(x) is the demand function -------------

., We can also represent the problem as 

maxpq(p)- c(q(p)) 
p 

., q(p) is the inverse demand function 
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Elasticities 

~ Reveooe: R(q) - p(q) q 



Elasticities 

"" Revenue: R(q) - p(q) q 

Elasticities 

"" Revenue: R(q) - p(q) q 

dR 
dq - p(q)+qdi>_ dq(q) - p(q) (1 + _I_) 

Eq,p 

dR 
dq > 0 {=> 1 > _ ___!:_ Eq,p {=> Eq.p < -1. 

Elasticities 

dR 
dq > 0 {=> 1 > _ ___!:_ <====> 

.. Cq,p Cq.p < -1. 

Eq, p is the elasticity of demand . with respect to price 

Elasticities 

' , e emand is inelastic .. If Cq ,p E (- 1 0) th d 

"" An incr ease in price leads a small d 
.. Ao ;omase ;, mease ;, demaod 

quantity leads to ab" 
.. If e ,g demase ;, p,;ce 

q,p < - 1, then demand is elastic 

"" An increase· . m price leads a 6 . 
.. Ao ;,mas . ,g demase ;, demaod 

em quantity leads to a small d ecrease in price 

Elasticities 

"" Wha~ kind of demand . to pnce? functions have co nstant elasticit ies of demand with respect 

~ - \ 



Elasticities 

.., What kind of demand functions have constant elasticit ies of demand with respect 
to price? 

.., Suppose that the demand function is of constant elasticity 1,, 

Elasticities 

.., What kind of demand functions have constant elasticit ies of demand with respect 
to price? 

.., Suppose that the demand function is of constant elasticity 1,, 

Elasticities 

dqp 
-- =1,,< 0. 
dpq 

.., What kind of demand functions have constant elasticit ies of demand with respect 
to price? 

.., Suppose that the demand function is of constant elasticity 1,, 

!_~ = ,.,,!.. ==} ~ logq(p) = ~ logp" . 
qdp p dp dp 

Elasticities 1 
.., What kind of demand functions have constant elasticit ies of demand with respect 

to price? 

.., Suppose that the demand function 1s of constant elast1crty 1,, 0 
~ ~~ = - <0 ~ -1;_, k ·f ~ ; 
~ l dq I d 6" / r qdp = ' ;; = dp logq(p) dp logp 

~ By the fundamental theo,em of calculus ~ (l_fo'\ __ T11\C ft::. ' 
logq(p) = C+logp' . ~ y ,LY) [:j .. 

~rk) Elasticities 

.., What kind of demand functions have constant elastic1t1es of demand with respect 
to price? 

.., Suppose that the demand function is of constant elasticity 1,, 

l_ dg_ =,I_ = .'1_ logq(p) = .'1_ logp' . 
qdp p dp dp 

.., By the fundamental theorem of calculus: 

log q(p) = C + log p' . 

.., q(p) = ec p" or q(p) = Ap" for some A 



Elasticities 

Whenever the demand function has constant elasticity Ii 

_,. q(p)Apl< for some A > 0. 

_,. Equivalently, 

(q)'I• p(q) = A 
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_,. We want to study the problem: 

m;xR(q)- c(q) 

_,. We want to study the problem: 

m;xR(q)- c(q) 

_,. The first order condition tells us: 

,j 



._ We wa nt to study t he problem: 

e!J R(q) - c(q) 

._ The first order con dition tells us: 

dR de 
dq - dq 

._ This implies 

._ A monopoly firm always p 

> Q {=} Eq ,p 1+-1 B- 1. 
Eq ,p 

1 + _2_ > Q {=} Eq ,p < - 1. 
Eq ,p 

oint where demand is elastic rod uces at a p 

1 + _2_ > Q {=} Eq ,p < - 1. 
Eq ,p 

. t where demand is elastic fi rm always produces at a pom . ~ A moaopoly d was ;,elast,c 
d at a point where deman ._ If the firm produce 

. dR < O aad dmease ~ At such a pornt dq . . ,;ce) ;, could ;,c,ease ceveaue 
. ua ntity (or raising the p ._ By reducing q 

1 
costs simultaneousy 

. ases the profits ._ This strictly mere 
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._ We can sim plify to: 

._ We can simplify to: 

. < - 1, then ._ Smee Eq ,p 

1 de 
p(q) = l+ ~ dq -

de de - , -

\.\ 
It t1A \v~ - V"f' 

nv(fl 
-ot:> 

J_ 



... 
._ We can simplify to: 

I de 
p(q) ~ 1+ ...!... dc( 

! q,p 

._ Since Eq ,p < - 1, then 
1 de de 

p= 1 + ...L dq > dq · 
! q,p 

._ We can simplify to: 
I de 

p(q) ~ I +...!... dq. 
!q,p 

._ Since Eq,p < - 1, then 
1 de de 

p= 1+ ...Ldq > dq' 
! q,p 

._ The firm always sets a price that is strictly above marginal cost 

._ We can simplify to: 
I de 

p(q) ~ I +...!... dq. 
! q,p 

._ Since Eq ,p < - 1, then 

._ The firm always sets a price that is strictly above marginal cost 

._ There is a mark-up above marginal cost at the profit maximizing price 

._ We can simplify to: 
I de 

p(q) ~ I+ ...!... dq. 
! q,p 

._ Since Eq ,p < - 1, then 
1 de de 

p= 1+...L dq > dq. 
! q,p 

._ The firm always sets a price that is strictly above margina l cost 

._ There is a mark-up above marginal cost at the profit maximizing price 

._ The amount produced q is below the quantity where p = MC. 

._ The above analysis already illustrates an important point against monopolies 



._ T he above analysis already illustrates an important point against monopol ies 

._ Both consumer surpl us and tota l surpl us is less tha n is socia lly optimal 

._ The above a nalysis al ready illustrates an importa nt poi nt aga inst monopolies 

._ Both consu mer surplus and tota l surplus is less tha n is socia lly optimal 

._ T hus t he pricing policies used by monopolies a re inefficient, lead ing to what is 

called "dead-weight loss" 
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Costs and 
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price 

Costs and 
Revenue 

Monopoly 
price 

cost 

1. The intersection of the 
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2 .. and then the demand 1. The intersection of the 

curve shows the price 

cost 
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2 .. and then the demand 1. The intersection of the 

cost 

curve shows the price marginal-revenue curve 

and the marginal-cost 

curve determines the 
profit-maximizing 

quantity .. 
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..___'"'_"';'_' -rf )cC~l cJl t- ( f71t7ilc<O jz 

11>- Demand function has constant elasticity of demand (q(p) = Ap" ) 

11>- Demand function has constant elasticity of demand (q(p) = Ap" ) 

~ ~ 
m;xpq(p)- c(q(p)). 

E ccs,:: F t E t 'D .f 6 f 1-/ 

t:t":: A -r~+c.. 
ts, A -fl!;, 0 i;,+ftP t6+( ~ 

,-

r: C11= ~4 lt 
E- f'"'~ f t E + f\ 4- t5 
t 5,: A+ fS 4 .t;-t f +G-+- ~f 



.,. Demand function has constant elasticity of demand (q(p) = Ap" ) 

~ 

maxpq(p)- c(q(p)) . 
p 

1 de 1 de 

p = 1+ e;;:;; dci = l +¾ dci' 

.,. Demand function has constant elasticity of demand (q(p) = Ap" ) 

~ 

maxpq(p)- c(q(p)) . 
p 

1 de 1 de 
p = 1+e;;:;; dci = l +~dq · 

.,_ Has a solution if and only if n, < - 1 

.,_ Demand function has constant elasticity of demand (q(p) = Ap" ) 

~ 

maxpq(p)- c(q(p)) . 
p 

1 de 1 de 

p = 1+ e;;:;; dci = l +¾ dci' 

.,_ Has a solution if and only if n, < - 1 

.,_ If "' 2: - 1, then the firm always prefer to increase the price (no solution) 

.,. Demand function has constant elasticity of demand (q(p) = Ap" ) 

~ 

maxpq(p)- c(q(p)) . 
p 

1 de 1 de 

p = 1+ e;;:;; dci = l +¾ dci' 

.,. Has a solution if and only if n, < - 1 

.,_ If n, 2: - 1, then the firm always prefer to increase the price (no solution) 

.,_ If marginal costs are constant at c 

.,. Demand function has constant elasticity of demand (q(p) = Ap" ) 

~ 

maxpq(p)- c(q(p)). 
p 

1 de 1 de 

p = 1+ e;;:;; dci = l +¾ dci' 

.,. Has a solution if and only if n, < - 1 

.,_ If n, 2: - 1, then the firm always prefer to increase the price (no solution) 

.,_ If marginal costs are constant at c 



If profits are positive, why aren't more firms entering t he market? 

.,. Natural monopoly (Microsoft) 

.,. Patents 

.,. Poli tica l Lobbying: Televisa, Azteca, etc . 

.,. Regulation (Moody and 5 & P's) 

.,_ Demand extern al ities 

._ Classic network externalities (Microsoft)· Microsoft Word and Windows are only 
va luable if a lot of consumers use it . 

._ Two-sided markets (T icketmaster or Uber): consumers value these markets only if 
there is enough supply of tickets Similarly suppliers only value these markets if there 
is demand to meet the supply. 


